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The global stock markets appear to be giving investors the
“Coast is Clear” signal, surging to new highs following the
pandemic-driven recession and bear market. Many investors
have a sense of urgency, concerned that they may be
missing out on the next bull market. This month’s PCM
Report looks at whether the investment waters are safe or if
this is a trap that may catch unsuspecting investors off guard.
There are countless ways to calculate valuations on the
markets. Some are driven by fundamentals such as earnings
or revenue growth while others rely solely on technical
indicators like momentum and moving averages. Valuation
metrics have become like scientific or medical opinions these
days; look hard enough and you will find one that you agree
with. Confirmation Bias tells us that we tend to naturally seek
out an opinion that agrees with our own outlook or narrative,
and tend to ignore (or belittle) data to the contrary.
This is dangerous when it comes to investing because very
often the narrative is wrong, painfully wrong. Let’s look at
some actual numbers that
suggest investors should be
cautious about throwing caution
to the wind. The chart shows that
the rally off the March lows on the
S&P have been almost entirely
driven by “mega cap” stocks or
the largest stocks that trade.
These 10 behemoths are 35%
higher than when 2020 began
while the remaining 490 stocks in
the index are 10% lower on
average. Digging deeper into the
numbers, there are approximately
36 companies in the index that
are down 50% or more YTD and another 130 companies
down between 20% and 49%. That means one-third of the
index has lost 20% or more this year and only 35% of the
index has positive returns YTD according to CNBC.
The ultimate question we must answer is if the rally off the
March lows is a Bear Market Rally or the start of a new Bull
Market. There is compelling data that suggests the initial rally
off a recession-driven bear market low has ultimately tended
to fade, and testing of the initial low has occurred. According
to Bloomberg data, there have been 14 bear market rallies
since 1929. These rallies ranged from 133 days to 1,616
days in length with an average of 627 days. It would not be
unusual for the markets to rally an entire year from now and
still go back and test the March 2020 lows.
The driving factor for the market rally appears to be the fact
that the Fed and Congress are attempting to flood the

economy with excess liquidity that is finding its way into risk
assets. My experience is that rallies dependent on excess
liquidity and not fundamental growth end badly when the
excess liquidity runs dry. There is a race to buy the mega cap
stocks today, but we will likely also see a race for the exits
when the market turns.

It would not be unusual for the markets to
rally an entire year from now and still go
back and test the March 2020 lows.
What is seemingly being overlooked by short-term traders is
the impact COVID-19 closures are having on business
earnings and employment. Large parts of retail and travel
remain closed or are severely impaired as states attempt to
get the surge in new virus cases under control. The media
may focus on boarded up buildings on Madison Ave in NY or
the Magnificent Mile in Chicago, but the real damage is done
to the small businesses that
simply cannot afford to remain
shut for extended periods of time.
Many of these businesses,
especially restaurants, will likely
not reopen by the time a vaccine
is approved and available to the
masses. According to SBA data,
there are over 29 million small
businesses of less than 500
employees, and they create 64%
of all new private sector jobs and
provide 49% of all private sector
employment. The impact on jobs
and
the
annual
spending
associated with profits from small businesses that will likely
be lost will ultimately have to be factored into economic
growth and the stock market.
The civil unrest occurring across much of America equally
appear to be overlooked by investors today. There is a sense
that the very nature of our society is changing before our
eyes. A segment of the population seems confident they can
bring about change through violent protest and property
destruction, and the leadership in many of the cities facing
unrest appear unable or unwilling to confront this. The ability
to enforce the ‘Rule of Law’ is fundamental to any thriving
society and economy. The lack of a rule of law is why
companies will not invest more capital in countries that
desperately need development. We may be facing
fundamental changes to the economy that will not be easy to
recover from.
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Showdown of Superpowers

There is a growing awareness that as
tensions rise in the relations between the
U.S. and China, it will have a long-term
impact that goes beyond trade policy. The
latest flare up has consisted of the U.S.
requiring the closure of the Chinese
consulate in Houston, accusing the
Chinese of harboring spies at the location.
China responded by forcing the closure of
the U.S. consulate in Chengdu. This
escalation comes immediately after
dramatic changes in the relationship with
Hong Kong have occurred. The Chinese
have taken steps to end the “One Country,
Two Systems” approach to Hong Kong,
and the U.S. has responded by stripping
Hong Kong of favored trade and
diplomatic status. Looking forward, the
rhetoric and actions taken by each country
may reflect the heating of a cold war.

The Anatomy of a Rally

The rally coming off the March low has • B of A Global Fund Manager
taken on three different forms. The chart
Survey identified long US tech
to the left shows that immediately off the
stocks as the most crowded trade
bottom tech, health care and energy led
as of July 20th.
the
charge
in
coordination
with
tremendous support from the Federal
Reserve. The continuation in May and • As of July 24th YTD, AMZN is up
62%, AAPL up 26%, Facebook up
June was driven instead by industrials
and financials. The remainder of the rally
12%, NFLX 48%, and GOOG is up
in June and July was driven by the
13% (CNBC.com)
FAANG stocks. As congress and the Fed
continue to commit to providing liquidity, • Forward P/E for the FANG stocks
investors may surmise that the rally could
is currently at about 65 as of July
continue in a manner similar to the start of
24th (Yardeni Research), giving
the rally coming off the market low, led by
tech, health care, and energy. It may be a
investors pause as to technology’s
broader rally, though, relying less on
ability to sustain the driving force
companies that benefit directly from the
around the rally.
“work from home” mandate that occurred
in the early stages of response to Covid.

Source: 361 Capital

Yield Comparisons

While the onset of the COVID-19 • Going forward, yields on relatively
safe haven Treasuries are likely to
outbreak was highly stressful, in
remain around current levels or even
hindsight, it provided a compelling
lower. To move up the yield ladder,
buying opportunity for some incomeinvestors
currently
have
the
oriented investors. The chart to the left
opportunity to pursue yields above 4%
on a broad basket of dividend-paying
compares the yield paths of dividendU.S. equities.
paying stocks (US DIV), investmentgrade credit (CREDIT), and US • Keep in mind, however, that in
general, equities that have paid
Treasuries (TRES). At the height of the
dividends have underperformed the
selloff in March, yields on dividend
broader market during the COVID-19
stocks reached almost 6%, while the
outbreak (hence the higher yields).
yield
on
investment-grade
credit
The Dow Jones Select Dividend Index
reached roughly 4% before the Federal
is down roughly -20% year-to-date.
However, with a long-term investment
Reserve stabilized the bond market.
horizon, buying dividend stocks today
Meanwhile, yields on Treasuries have
might prove to be a wise decision.
only drifted lower.
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Macro View – The Robinhood Effect

Taking Stock – FANGS Long in the Tooth

Americans are starved for exhilaration and excitement without
Major League Baseball and the NBA playoffs. A trading
platform named Robinhood has surfaced as a means of filling
the void that sports has left, especially with the disposable
income the CARES Act afforded some Americans. The CNBC
table below shows how stimulus check was applied. Across
various economic demographics, increases in securities trades
increased as much as 93% week over week. Robinhood tracks
and reports the number of user positions, which spiked through
the pandemic. Some of the most common investments
reported by Robintrack included deeply battered airline stocks
and casinos. Although new investors are likely not driving
volatility in the broad market, it is possible that volatility is being
accentuated in companies that are more thinly traded —
bankrupt, troubled companies.

Technology and the FANG (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix,
Google) stocks have begun flashing warning signs among
investors and analysts. As of July, technology made up
approximately 32% of the S&P 500, making the broad
market vulnerable in the second half of the year depending
on how tech and the FANGs perform. The chart below from
Yardeni Research shows the overwhelming run FANGs have
had vs. the S&P 500, going back to their collective inception
in 2013, up over 800% cumulatively vs the S&P 500 up just
over 200%. The FANGs are all up double digits YTD as of
July 24th while the S&P continues to sit in negative territory
YTD. Among the FANGs, Netflix and Amazon have had the
greatest performance in response to Covid. NFLX trades at
around a 111 P/E ratio while AMZN is at 143 P/E as of
07/24/20 (CNBC). Seasoned analysts are the first to say that
simply because a stock is expensive does not mean it
cannot become more expensive, but buyer beware!

Source: Federal Reserve
Source: CNBC

Fixed Income - Leveraging the Leveraged

Technical - Beware of Zombies

Possibly the most compelling market exhibiting a V-shaped
recovery off of the March lows is the leveraged loan market.
These are loans with non-investment grade companies that
tend to be asset-backed loans, where the interest rate floats
and changes occur. If we use the last recession as a guide,
leveraged loan defaults peaked at 10.8% in 2009 and
represented approximately $63B in defaults. The leveraged
loan market has nearly tripled in size in the last 10 years with
LCD estimating the market size today is over $1.8T. If a similar
default pattern occurs, there could be as much as $200B in
defaults from this recession. If defaults approach this level, it
would seem the rapid recovery in leveraged loans is
unsustainable. The impact of COVID is likely to have the
greatest negative impact on companies that depend on the
leveraged loan market making defaults higher than forecasted.

The historically low interest rates that have been present for
several years resulted in new issuance of debt at never before
imagined levels. This has led to a proliferation of “Zombie”
companies that have profits that are too little to cover their
annual debt service. When profits are insufficient to cover debt
service, companies rely on chronic borrowing to stay afloat,
compounding the initial problem. The number of companies in
this condition has a trend line that is already approaching 20%
of U.S. companies according to Axios. Zombie companies
tend to be very poor in terms of capital usage — many should
simply fail and go away. The pandemic will likely allow these
companies to gain access to additional government backed
debt, even though their problems began long before COVID
was an issue. What the tipping point for Zombie companies is
to negatively impact GDP is being debated.
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A Breakdown of the S&P 500

Clint Pekrul, CFA

It’s a bit of a headscratcher that the most followed index for measuring the
performance of the U.S. equity markets is more-or-less flat for the year, given
the state of the economy. The Top 5 Names in the S&P 500 represent roughly
20% of the market cap of the entire index, based on today’s weights. These
names are Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, Facebook and Google. In chart 1 to the
right, we created a capitalization-weighted composite of these five stocks year
-to-date, and compared it to the broader S&P 500 Index (which is also
capitalization-weighted). In aggregate, the top 5 stocks are higher by roughly
31%, versus a modest gain of roughly 1% for the S&P 500 Index.
Not surprisingly, the top five stocks have been resistant to the effects of
COVID-19. They are not in the manufacturing, retail, or travel and leisure
industries. Working from home, quarantines and social distancing have
actually benefitted these companies to a large degree. To better understand
the performance breakdown of the S&P 500 for the year, we can take the
sector weights within the index at the end of 2019 and apply the year-to-date
return for each sector. Table 1 below provides the return contributions:

As Table 1 illustrates, the technology sector has contributed roughly 4.5% to the total return of the S&P 500 Index for the year, followed
by a distant 0.9% for healthcare. Collectively, what has hindered the performance of the S&P 500 Index has been mainly financials
(detracting -2.2%) and energy (detracting -1.6%). There’s no doubt that the technology sector is keeping the boat afloat, so to speak,
and there’s a tug-of-war in play across industries.
We can also view the S&P 500 Index through the lens of risk. To do so, we can take the current sector weights of the S&P 500 Index,
and estimate each sector’s beta in order to determine its expected risk contribution. In Table 2 below, we estimated the beta of each
sector based on the regression of historical returns over the past 30 days. We also illustrate the expected volatility for each sector
using one-month, at-the-money sector ETFs.

Currently, the VIX, which is a measure of expected volatility for the S&P 500 over the near term, is trading at about 25. This implies that
the market is expecting, on average, daily returns of approximately +/- 1.5% over the next month. Of this volatility of about 25%,
roughly 7.5% is likely to come from the technology sector alone. Combined, the staples, energy, utilities, real estate and materials
sectors account for roughly 4.4% of total volatility (which is less than the technology sector).
In summary, owning just the S&P 500 Index today is to make a relatively outsized bet on technology. Since the lows in March, this bet
has paid off as exhibited in Chart 1. But given current valuations, if investors collectively decide it’s time to rotate out of technology, or
avoid stocks altogether, the move down in technology could be swift and impactful to the overall S&P 500. We maintain a more
diversified approach whereby we weight individual factors by risk contribution. Over time, we feel this will serve us well.
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markets dependent on a vaccine being Q:
Q: Are
available in 2020?
I think the markets could experience a
significant correction if there is not an effective
vaccine this Fall. The science on a vaccine is
all over the board. Some of the early
information on a vaccine development
suggests that it will take several vaccine shots to be
effective. A first shot would be given, then followed by a
second shot 28 days later, with a need for a booster in 12
months. The adoption of people taking the vaccine will be
impacted by this process if it becomes necessary. It has
appeared to me that the markets have priced in a vaccine
before the end of 2020 since the March low.
I think the economy is going to contract more than initially
forecasted because of the spread of COVID-19, resulting
in some states having to restrict economic activity again.
Even if a vaccine is approved before the end of the year,
valuations are difficult to justify at current levels. My
expectation would be a correction of 10-20% between
now and the end of the year if a vaccine is expected in
2020 and likely twice that if it appears no vaccine will be
available this year. I am involved in weekly calls and
presentations on vaccine development and will say that
many are promising even though they are in early stages.
The FDA is being incredibly accommodating to expedite
development.

To a certain degree, I think market
performance will be impacted by the speed
with which an effective vaccine is developed.
Ever since the COVID-19 outbreak, markets,
to no surprise, have traded at elevated levels
of volatility (for example, the VIX, which measures the
expected volatility of the S&P 500, has traded around 30
on average). But at this point, I think investors in general
are beginning to realize that an effective vaccine against
COVID-19 by the end of the year is overly optimistic.
According to the Council on Foreign Relations, the fastest
a vaccine has ever been developed is five years. If we
assume this time frame, I think we will adopt a “new
normal” before the vaccine arrives. I have no idea what
this state will look like, but it might be one without a robust
economy. However, as we’ve seen, some industries have
thrived under the virus outbreak, so there will likely be
investment opportunities. But if there’s no vaccine on the
horizon, some segments of the economy will continue to
suffer. Ultimately, I think we’ll be forced to adapt further
while we wait for the vaccine to arrive. It will be our ability
to adapt that will drive the market over the intermediate
term.

Is Tesla the new Amazon?

The stock was up a staggering 8.5% today as
I respond to this question, up $122 to more
than $1,500 per share. The stock trades at
over 800 times current earnings and over 10X
revenue. Given the stock is up 500% in the
last 12 months, it is being traded like Amazon was at this
stage of their development. What is clear is that everyone
who has bet against Elon Musk has typically lost. Elon
does have his detractors, as he was once described as a
“battery salesman who acts like a car salesman who
wants to be an astronaut.”
Tesla makes great cars, few debate that. Their business
strategy has come under scrutiny, especially the move to
try and compete at the entry level for electric cars. The
forecasted profit margin on Model 3 is less than 10%, so
even if they blow out sales on those models, it doesn’t
move the needle in terms of profitability. SpaceX is
definitely the aspect of the business that has tremendous
upside. Musk has amassed assets for space exploration
that are difficult to value today but are likely to be worth
billions over time.
While I would not specifically bet against Elon Musk, I
would also not be interested in buying Tesla at the current
price (or probably 50% below the current level). Long
term I think Elon will figure out how to change the world.
One way you can quickly gauge investors’
take on a company’s future prospects is to
measure its short interest. Currently, Tesla
(TSLA) is one of the most widely shorted
stocks in the market. Despite it’s epic runup
since the March lows, there are plenty of investors who
think TSLA is nothing more than a speculative stock that’s
completely
overvalued.
Based
on
data
from
www.shortsqueeze.com, about 10% of TSLA’s float is
being shorted. Conversely, the short interest in Amazon
stock (AMZN), is less than 1%. So, I don’t think the
market is convinced that TSLA is the new AMZN, at least
not yet. TSLA is just now starting to show quarterly
profits, whereas AMZN has been profitable for several
years. But I think the future is bright for TSLA, given their
involvement in clean energy. I think the question of TSLA
becoming the new AMZN depends on whether Elon Musk
can become the next Jeff Bezos. If TSLA is going to
become the behemoth that is AMZN, based on market
capitalization, the two CEOs will certainly continue to
cross paths. Ultimately, who’s the better CEO and
businessman? Seems like TSLA still has a ways to go to
convince the market that it’s in the same league as
AMZN.
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All weights as of August 1, 2020

Balanced Income

Income
Mortgage Backed
Bond
Investment Grade
Credit
High Yield Bonds
Preferred Stock
US Dividend
Equities
US REITs
Cash

46.66%
8.40%
3.54%
7.39%
1.99%
1.75%
30.27%

US Dividend
Equities
International
Dividend Equities
US REITs
High Yield Bonds
Long Term
Treasuries

12.02%
12.03%
8.47%
11.69%
10.23%
45.54%

15.94%
10.13%
19.41%
43.63%

Global Growth

US Growth
Low Volatility
Factor
High Quality Factor
Small Cap Factor
Value Factor
Momentum Factor
Long Term
Treasuries

10.89%

Low Volatility Factor
6.20%
High Quality Factor
6.08%
Small Cap Factor
4.41%
Value Factor
6.05%
Momentum Factor
5.19%
Developed Market
Equity
16.24%
Emerging Market
Equity
14.49%
Long Term Treasuries 41.34%

Weights are approximations only and are subject to change.
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This material is for general information and education purposes. The information contained in this report represents the opinions of Peak Capital
Management, LLC, as of the report date and does not constitute investment advice or an offer to provide investment management services. Before
purchasing any investment, a prospective investor should consult with its own investment, accounting, legal and tax advisers to evaluate independently
the risks, consequences and suitability of any investment.

An investor cannot invest directly in an index. Index performance does not represent the performance of any investment product offered by Peak
Capital Management, LLC. The performance of client accounts may vary from the Index performance. Index returns shown are not reflective of actual
investor performance nor do they reflect fees and expenses applicable to investing. Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of
the Funds. References to specific securities or sectors should not be construed as recommendations by the Fund, its Advisor or Distributor.
Past performance is not indicative of future results, loss of principal is possible.
Please consider charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing.
The data and information presented and used in generating this report are believed to be reliable. Peak Capital Management, LLC. does not warrant or
guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such data.
Peak Capital Management, LLC, is a fee-based SEC Registered Investment Advisory firm with its principal place of business in Colorado providing
investment management services. A copy of our current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for your
review upon request. Advisory services are only offered to clients or prospective clients where our firm and its representatives are properly licensed or
exempt from licensure. No advice may be rendered by Peak Capital Management, LLC unless a client service agreement is in place. Nothing herein
should be construed as a solicitation to purchase or sell securities; this can only be done by prospectus, which can be obtained by contacting Peak
Capital Management, LLC or other financial professional. Likewise, nothing herein should be construed as an attempt to render personalized
investment advice. A full listing of investment decisions made by PCM in the past year and relative performance is available upon request. It should not
be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the securities presented here. Opinions
expressed are those of Peak Capital Management and are subject to change, not guaranteed, and should not be considered recommendations to buy
or sell any security.
GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or
quality of the content contained herein.
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